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Trail Name:  

Stultz Trail (Trail # 1334, TH Elev. 6920’) to East Bear Gulch Trail (Trail # 1333, TH Elev. 7200’) Loop, 

Reference Rockvale and Curley Peak USGS topographic maps. 

Trail Location: 
From downtown Westcliffe, CO, drive east on Hwy 96 about 2 miles to the east end of Silver Cliff.  Turn 

north on Oak Creek Grade (CR255) and travel approximately 21 miles to the Stultz Trailhead.  There is a 

parking area on the east (right) side of the road.  From the parking area you will need to cross Oak Creek 

Grade to get to the section of Stultz Trail that heads west.  There is another section of Stultz Trail that is 

accessed from the parking area, but this section of trail heads east and is not covered in this trail 

summary. 

Trail Summary: 
This trail summary describes a loop hike that begins at the Stultz Trailhead and ends at the East 
Bear Gulch Trailhead.  Both trailheads are accessed from Oak Creek Grade (CR255), but they are 
approximately 3 miles apart.  You can either bring two vehicles and park at each trailhead and 
shuttle back and forth at the beginning and end of the hike, or you can hike it as a complete 
loop and add 3 miles to the total distance. 
 
Accessibility:  This trail is in San Isabel National Forest and accessible via foot/horse or ATV (Trail 
1334 only)/motorcycle travel.  The trail is accessible during all seasons, but snow can build up in 
winter on the north facing slopes.  To minimize motorized vehicle traffic/noise, hike midweek 
or during the off-season. 
 
Trail Length and Type:   9.45 miles, loop, trailhead to trailhead 
 
Vertical Gain and Steepness:   2585 ft gain,  35% E, 50% M, 15% D 
 
Surface/Terrain:  60% E, 30% M, 10%D – The difficult portions (steepness and terrain) of this 
hike are predominantly on the East Bear Gulch Trail, mostly on the upper section (starting at 
about mile 7) as you are heading down.   

Key:  
Vertical Gain/Steepness:  E=Easy, 0’ to 400’ gain per mile 

   M=Moderate, 400’ to 800’ gain per mile 

   D=Difficult, 800’ to 1200’ gain per mile 

   X=Extreme, 1200’ + gain per mile 

Surface/Terrain:  E=Easy, mostly sand, dirt or pine needle covered on established trail 

   M=Moderate, small rocks and roots present on established trail 

   D=Difficult, loose and rocky on established trail 

   X=Extreme, very loose, with large rocks  and possibly scrambling required.  Trail  

         may not be established or easily recognizable 
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Trail Experience: 
This is a beautiful hike that can be done most of the year, depending on snow accumulations in 

the shaded areas and north facing slopes.  The hike includes a wide variety of terrains, views, 

and landscapes.  The first 4 miles of Stultz Trail are predominantly moderate in steepness and 

terrain, with an average vertical gain of about 500’ per mile.  The trail is rocky in some parts, 

but otherwise very easy to hike.  This first section meanders along mostly north facing slopes 

that are well covered with a variety of pines.  Occasionally the trees will break to provide 

beautiful vistas to the north and east, including views of the Canon City/Florence areas, as well 

as Pikes Peak. 

After mile 4 the trail continues with a moderate incline for the next mile or so, but also begins 

to open up more to grassy meadows lined by aspen groves in some areas.  At about mile 6 you 

will reach the junction of Stultz, Tanner and East Bear Gulch trails.  When standing at the 

junction, looking directly south, you will see Curley Peak through the trees.  The peak is only 

about a ¼ mile away, and an additional 200’ of vertical from the junction.  From the peak you 

can enjoy beautiful vistas in all directions, including the Wet Mountain Valley, the Sangre de 

Cristo range, the Sawatch range and Pikes Peak.  There are also remains of an old cabin or 

building of some sort near the summit of Curley Peak, on the southeast side.   

As you continue hiking, whether it is an excursion up to Curley Peak or simply continuing down 

East Bear Gulch Trail, it is very important to note the following:  If rock climbing is part of your 

plan, please be aware that it is not allowed from April 1st to August 1st.  The south facing rock 

walls along East Bear Gulch are prime raptor (specifically peregrine falcons) nesting areas.  

These birds are very sensitive to disturbances near their nesting areas, so bring your binoculars 

and try to spot some nests during these sensitive times.  

The next mile (mile 6 to mile 7) or so on East Bear Gulch Trail is a relatively flat trail that 

meanders through grassy fields with intermittent pine and aspen groves.  At about mile 6.5 you 

will enjoy views back towards the Wet Mountain Valley and the Sangre de Cristo range, 

including a great view of the old Conquistador ski hill. 

Just after mile 7 of the hike, East Bear Gulch Trail will begin descending down into the gulch.  

The steepest and roughest section of the hike will occur between miles 7 and 8.  Trail conditions 

in this area can get very rocky, mostly due to erosion from motorcycle traffic, with several areas 

being like large rocky steps.  Once you get past mile 8 the trail will continue at the bottom of 

the gulch through pines and rocky outcroppings.  While hiking the last 1.5 miles of this trail, 

look for opportunities to scan the beautiful rock walls to your left (north) to see if you can spot 

peregrine falcons or rock climbers (outside of the April 1st to August 1st rock climbing ban).  If it 

is not nesting season, you will very often hear the voices of rock climbers before you see them.   
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This last section of the trail is relatively easy to hike since it is all downhill.  There are a few 

short sections that are steep with rocks/roots protruding, but generally not difficult.  At mile 

9.45 you will reach the trailhead which is right on Oak Creek Grade Road, with the parking area 

just across the road to your right a bit.  If you only brought one vehicle, you will have to head 

left and hike the road for another three miles to get to the Stultz Trail parking area. 

Map – Stultz Trail (# 1334) to East Bear Gulch Trail Loop (# 1333) 

 

The Legal Stuff:  The information contained in these trail summaries is intended to be a supplement to the 

typical tools and references used by people who are well prepared to venture into the mountains.  Always carry a 

map specific to the area you are exploring.  Failure to have the necessary experience, physical conditioning, and 

supplies or equipment can result in injury or death.  Trails For All provides no warranties, either express or 

implied, that the information provided in our published Trail Summaries is 100% accurate or reliable. By using 

any information provided, you agree to absolve Trails For All from any responsibility for damage or other liability 

arising from the use of Trails For All Trail Summaries. 


